Welcome to Gather

Recommended Setup

Chrome Browser
2.4GHz dual core processor
8GB RAM

If you are having difficulties, turn off smooth movement and HD video in user settings.
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Recommended Setup

For presenters or attendees from companies with strict security, you may be unable to log on from company devices.

If this affects you, please log on with a personal device.

We do not recommend logging on with a mobile phone or tablet device. If you do, make sure the browser is in desktop mode if possible and have a keyboard attached.
When you enter you will have this popup.

Type your display name into the name field and make sure you are happy with your character before clicking Next.
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Basics

W or Up arrow
A or Left arrow
D or Right arrow
S or Down arrow

You can normally only talk to people nearby

You can also double-click to move
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Expressing Yourself

Hold down G to Ghost and walk through people if the area is crowded.

Click the Emoji button to show an emoji.

The Hand Emoji asks for help and stays up until you click it again.
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Private Spaces

In a private space you can only talk to other people inside the space.

You can talk to everyone in the private space, distance is no object.
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Getting Around (Part 1)

Click on the Users button to open the User list

Click on a User to open their control panel

Click Locate on map to find the user
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Getting Around (Part 2)

Click here to open the minimap

Click Follow to automatically follow the user around the map
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Getting Around (Part 3)

These are the breakout rooms

You can reach the auditoriums through the exits on the left and right sides of the map

Entrance area
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Getting Around (Auditoriums)

This is the auditorium.

The orange megaphone icons are for panellists and moderators. Standing here will broadcast to the whole room.

The black megaphone icons are for audience members to ask questions. Please go up to one, ask your question, then return to your seat.

These seats are private spaces for small groups so you can chat in small groups as you listen to the panel.

These seats are individual private spaces so you can listen to the panel in peace.
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Getting Around (Breakout Rooms)

The orange megaphone icons are for panelists and moderators. Standing here will broadcast to the whole room.

The sofa chair at each table will allow you to speak to the entire room at once. Please go up to one, make your comment, then return to your seat.

These other seats are private spaces for up to 11 people to discuss in smaller groups.
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Getting Around (Social Area)

This is the social area.

Each stage area and table is a separate private space.

These spaces are designed for social conversations with other attendees.
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Call Controls

Click here to mute or unmute your or someone else's sound

If someone walks out of range and returns they will unmute

Click here to turn your or someone else's video on or off

If someone walks out of range and returns their video will come back

Click here to block or unblock a user

You and a blocked user cannot see or hear each other

You cannot mute a moderator
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Noise Control & Returning to the start

If you're finding it all a bit overwhelming, turning on quiet mode restricts conversation to only those immediately next to you and people broadcasting.

If you get lost or stuck, return to the starting area by clicking on “Reset Position”
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Leaving

To leave Gather, just close the tab or window.
We are ReuniVous and specialise in making your event easy to run and successful.

We help with everything from creating a space to providing a friendly welcoming greeting for your guests.

Get in touch!

https://reunivous.com

events@reunivous.com

@reunivous

@reunivous